CORINTH EXCAVATIONS, 1979
(PLATES 17-27)
D

URINGTHE SPRINGand summerof 1979 excavationat Corinthwas continued

in areas probed during 1978.1Work was limited to the south side of the Roman
Forum and was focused within the South Stoa, within the Southeast Buildingat the east
end of the stoa, and along the north side of the Punic Amphora Building to the
northwest of the west end of the stoa.
The investigationsconnected with the South Stoa now show that during the Greek
period a stairwayto the second floor had been built against the west end wall of the
stoa colonnade, that the service rooms behind storerooms II through XXXII of the stoa
were built late within the 3rd or in the 2nd century B.C., and that the date of finds
within a newly found pre-stoareservoir south of storeroom XXI, destroyed, apparently,
when the stoa was built, agrees with the date of the latest such deposits excavated at
the west end of the stoa. Discovery of the reservoir supplies an argument for construction of the stoa later than the mid-4th century, or perhapsas late as the 320's B.C.2
'The effective operation of the excavations of the American School of Classical Studies in Corinth
over the years has been much the result of the help offered by the Greek ArchaeologicalService. Thanks
for this cooperation, good will, and interest in the past and continuing during 1979 are here gratefully
extended to Dr. N. Yalouris, InspectorGeneral of Antiquities, and to Mrs. K. Krystalli-Votsi,Ephor of
Antiquitiesof the Argolid and Corinthia.
I record gratitude as well to Prof. H. Immerwahr, Director of the American School of Classical
Studies at Athens, for his aid and advice in all aspects connected with the operation in Corinth. His
attentionshave made my laborsboth more pleasantand more productive.
Excavation could not be conducted with its present standard of efficiency without the unfailing
cooperationand enthusiasm of the Corinth staff, especially of Dr. N. Bookidis, Secretaryof the Corinth
Excavations. Others of that staff this past year were S. Bouzaki, conservator, N. Didaskalou, A. Papaioannou,and G. Arberores, pot-menders,and Ph. Notes, excavationforeman. D. Lewis made;innumerable pot profiles;Ioannidouand Bartziotidid the end of the season photography.
I also acknowledgewith gratitudethe work that was done by members of the American School who
dug at Corinth during the springof 1979: Misses J. Bentz, C. Dufner, J. Evans, M. Margolies,N. Moore,
S. Morris,M. Payne, and A. Steiner, Messrs. V. Hanson, N. Kennell, D. Levine, W. Murray,T. McNiven,
S. Oberhelman,and B. Strauss,and Mrs. D. Kazazis.
Summer excavationwithin the Roman SoutheastBuildingexposed what Roman remainsand cuttings
were still unexcavatedafter probes made in the summer of 1978. Again I owe thanks to M. Katzev for his
carefulwork duringthe 1979 season. Many fragmentsof fresco, includingpieces decoratedwith large- and
small-scalehuman compositionsand architecturalmotifs were recovered. A complete study of the frescoes
is being undertakenby Dr. U. Pappalardo.
2G. R. Edwards,CorinthVII, iii, CorinthianHellenisticPottery,Princeton 1975, p. 197. Much of the east
end and the middle section of the South Stoa had been cut into the high bedrock of the area. See, for
example, Fig. 3, section A-A. In the process of leveling the site for the constructionof the stoa, much of
the latest occupationmaterialthere was cut away and removed. At the west end, however, the stoa was
built over the lower ground of the upperLechaionRoad Valley. Here constructionfill had to be dumped in
over the latest occupationlevels of BuildingsII throughIV in order to bring the area up to the stoa floor
level. As a result the latest materialwas preservedat the west end of the stoa while not at the east. Only
Hesperia49, 2
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In connection with the work within the stoa, Building IV which underlies the east
end of the South Stoa was further explored. As last year, again this year the foundation
blocks of the structurewere found to have been eliminated totally from their trenches.
A cement floor, however, with central pebble-mosaicpanel was discovered partiallyintact in one room on the north side of the building. In the southwest quarter of that
room stands the wellhead for well 1979-2. The shaft was not cleared this year because
of lack of time. More work is to be done in this area.
Northwest of the South Stoa, excavation within the northeast corner of the Punic
Amphora Building clarifiedthe shape of the northeast corner of the structure. At the
same time the south side of a building to its north was exposed. Some pottery from a
well and earth floor are, at present, the only datable finds yet recovered from destruction levels associatedwith the structure.
The present report does not include in it a discussion of the excavation carriedout
within the Southeast Building.That work will be presented separately.
PUNIC AMPHORA BUILDING AND ITS NORTHERN NEIGHBOR

(Fig. 1, P1. 17:a)
The Punic Amphora Building, investigated during the 1977 and 1978 excavation
seasons, was further examined during the spring of 1979.3 A correction to the plan
presented in the 1978 report can be made because of this new work: the north wall of
room 4 of the Punic Amphora Building was clearly revealed this year, although in a
poor state of preservation;the east wall has also been identified, although less clearlyso
(Fig. 1).
What had originallybeen thought to be the north wall of room 4, a line of badly
disturbedrubble, is in fact the north wall of an earlier building that underlies the Punic
AmphoraBuilding.The preservedtop of this earlier wall is flush with the floor of room
4 of the later building.The north wall of the Punic AmphoraBuildingis, itself, a line of
poros blocks bedded on earth and built against the north face of the earlierrubble wall.
The east wall of room 4 was traced this year as a line that veers northwest from the
fragment of fieldstone wall hypothesized last year to be the east wall of that room (see
plan, Fig. 1). The fieldstone wall, in reality, is a north-south wall of the building that
underlies room 4 of the Punic AmphoraBuilding.
The two early walls previously identified as belonging to room 4 are part of a
structureof the EarlyProtocorinthianperiod. The date for the use of this early building
has been deduced from pottery excavated in levels below the floor of room 4, some
well 1972-1, datablewithin the third quarterof the 4th century B.C. (see plan, Fig. 2) but excavated after
Edwards' pottery study, and one reservoir, cistern 1979-1, have yet produced extensive evidence for
occupationof the eastern partof the stoa site after the middle of the 4th century.
Well 1972-1 lies half north of and half within the rock-cutfoundationtrench that held the blocks for
the north stylobate of the South Stoa. This well was immediately north of Ionic column 4 of the
colonnade.The cistern is from the area south of South Stoa service area XXI. See below, p. 121.
3C. K. Williams, II, "Corinth, 1978:Forum Southwest," Hesperia48, 1979, pp. 106-124.
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sherds from one bottle-shaped storage pit,4 some from a rectangularpit, and others
from a deep circularpit.
As last year, again this year large segments of fish scales were found on the earth
floor of room 4.
North of the Punic Amphora Building runs an east-west road. The road, two
meters wide, has a cut-poros drain sloping toward the east, laid along its center line.
The drain emptied its water into a north-south drain that is built into the center of the
street that passes along the east side of the Punic Amphora Building (Fig. 1). This
street is restored in the plan as being ca. two meters wide. Its exact width, however,
has yet to be established. A width of two meters is attested for the roads at the north
and south sides of the Punic Amphora Buildingand thus is used also for the street east
of the building.
Thus far only the southernmostwalls of one structurenorth of the Punic Amphora
Buildinghave been cleared, with the possibilitythat a second building exists to the west
of the first. Very little of the interior of the structure north of the Punic Amphora
Buildinghas been investigated.This building was found to have less protective fill over
it than its southern neighbor had had. In fact, because of the poor condition of the walls
and the closely superimposed use levels, it is hard to discuss in precise detail the
stratigraphyof the area. Still, two building phases have been distinguished, although
their levels are not in such clear relationshipone to the other that restored phase plans
can as yet be made.
The house north of the Punic Amphora Building has its carriageentrance opening
from the east-west road that separates it from the Punic Amphora Building (P1. 17:a).
The south exterior wall of the house is preserved at foundation level and, in places, for
one course above the socle, except at the southeast exterior corner of the building
where the walls, floor, and foundations are totally missing. In the plan (Fig. 1) this
corner is restored to be in line with the east wall of the Punic AmphoraBuilding.
The carriageentrance to the house is 10.50 m. west of its hypothetical southeast
corner. The entrance gives access to a small court across which is built a drain (P1.
17:a). This drain passes under the threshold of the carriageentrance and empties into
the street drain. The drain within the house, still not completely understood, was
designed to carry off water from around the house well, well 1979-1, and was used
even after the well went out of use.
Well 1979-1 belongs to the first phase of use of the house; it was sealed by a hard,
poros-chipfloor at the end of that phase. The contents were disappointing.Very little
was recovered from the well except for Corinthianroof tiles, building debris, and over
half of the basin-of a Corinthian-madeperirrhanterion,C-1979-53. The well apparently
was the depositoryfor debris after some disaster by fire, perhapsafter the earthquakeof
420 B.C.5 Sealed with fill between the floors of phases one and two of the well room was
found a Corinthian-madeimitation of an Attic bolsal, 1.
4Pit 1978-2. See Williams, Hesperia48, 1979, p. 110.
5Thucydides,V.50.5.
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Almost all evidence that might have been gained in excavation of the room
immediately east of the court has been eliminated by a Byzantine bothros that later was
sunk from levels over the room down into bedrock. In the southeast corner of the
building were found two Corinthian kotylai, 2 and 3. Although the finds from this
house supply a meager sample, the evidence points to use in the middle of the second
half of the 5th century, and suggests a destructionnot later than 420 B.C. for phase one
of this newly found building.
A second exterior door for carriagesis preserved opening onto the road north of
the Punic Amphora Building. This door stretches in a north-south direction and blocks
any westward continuation of the road north of the Punic Amphora Building. This
entrance may be for a separateresidence, but little can be said about the possibilityof a
third building in the vicinity before expandingthe excavation.
POTTERYFROMBUILDINGNORTH OF THE PUNIC AMPHORABUILDING

1. Corinthianbolsal

P1. 17

C-1979-40. H. 0.046, D. of foot 0.06, D. of lip
0.107 m.
Flaringring foot, inner face in continuous curve
with undersurface.Wide body above foot; upper
wall rises in slight flare to taperedverticallip. Horizontal loop handles in early horseshoe form. Reserved undersurfacewith dot and two concentric
circles.Bolsal floor stampedwith four linked palmettes, framedby two incised concentriccircles.
Close to B. A. Sparkesand L. Talcott, TheAthenianAgora,XII, Blackand Plain Pottery,Princeton
1970, no. 541, figs. 6, 22, ca. 420 B.C. Later than
M. Z. Pease, "A Well of the Late Fifth Centuryat
Corinth," Hesperia6, 1937, pp. 274-275, no. 41.
The contents of the well are dated between 460
and 420 B.C.
2. Corinthiansemiglazedkotyle.

P1. 17

C-1978-230. H. 0.070, D. of foot 0.049, D. of
lip 0.093 m.

Small flaring ring foot, slightly convex walls
with maximum diameter at tapered lip. Two horizontal loop handles attached immediately below
lip. Undersurfacewith central dot and one ring,
line on body above foot. Upper two thirds of body
glazed. Thin red band below handles, wider band
below lip on interior.
Cf. H. Palmer, Corinth,XIII, The North Cemetery, Princeton 1964, pp. 256-257, no. 374-1,
thirdquarterof the 5th century.
3. Corinthiansemiglazedkotyle.

P1. 17

C-1978-231, H. 0.078, D. of foot 0.054, D. of
lip 0.094 m.
Small flaringring foot, body convex, less flaring
than C-1978-230. Maximum diameter at tapered
lip. Two horizontal loop handles just below lip.
Paint poorly preserved. Line just above foot. Upper two thirdspreservestrace of glaze.
Cf. Palmer, CorinthXIII, p. 253, pl. 58, no.
364-5, dated within the third quarter of the 5th
century.

PREDECESSOROF THE SOUTH STOA
BuildingIV (Figs. 2 and 3, P1. 18)
BuildingIV6 lies beneath the west end of the South Stoa, extending from Ionic pier
32 to the west end wall of the colonnade. Over half of BuildingIV was excavated in the
1978 season. At that time a four-sided cellar, dug almost two meters into the soft
bedrock of the area, was completely cleared. A stairwaywas cut into its south wall.
6Williams,Hesperia48, 1979, pp. 125-136.
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The cellar appearsnot to have been roofed; at least no evidence has yet been found to
indicate that it had been covered. It was not paved or stuccoed, nor was it equipped
with a drain. A trench ca. 0.90 m. wide surrounds the cellar. This probablyheld the
blocks of a foundation for a peristyle, of which little can be said because nothing
remains in situ of its original fabric. Only groups of shallow stone foundations remain
along the outside edge of this trench, probablyindicatingwhere the columns or piers
once stood.
Because of the work done in 1978, one can now see that the deep foundation
trench for the colonnade existed only on the north, south, and east sides of the cellar.
No trace of any deep foundation trench has been found on the fourth side. Excavation
has determined, instead, that the foundation trench on the north side of the cellar
continues without interruptionor branchingto the west end of Building IV, rather than
turning to enframe the cellar on its west side. What in 1978 had been thought to be the
foundation trench on the fourth side is in fact the edge of a shallow pit associated with
the casting pit excavated in 1978.7
A second foundation trench is parallelto and 1.20 m. north of the first foundation
trench north of the cellar. This second trench is 1.10 m. wide, or 0.20 m. wider than the
first, but like the first it has been completely emptied of its foundation blocks. It
probablywas originallydug to supporta dividing wall between a colonnade on its south
and rooms on its north. Traces of one of those rooms has been found in the area now
covered by the northwest corner of the colonnade of the South Stoa. A third line of
foundation, parallelto and north of the first and second trenches, can be restored here
to support the north wall of the building. This trench could not be found, however,
because foundations for the colonnade of the Doric portico of the South Stoa would
have covered or removed all traces of any such cuttings. The line of the north wall of
Building IV can be restored with due certainty, however, since the line would have
been continuous with the north facade of BuildingsII and III (see plans, Figs. 2 and 3).
Only part of one room has been distinguishedin the area between the second and
third foundation trenches north of the cellar (Fig. 3). The room is paved with a cement
floor that has a pebble-mosaicpanel set in it (Pls. 18:b, 19:a) and houses well 1979-2,
which at the present moment remains unexcavated. The cement floor of the room has
its southwest corner preserved.The cement breaksalong a straightline towardthe north
and towardthe east. The break and trace of a slight turn-up in the surface at the break
might be restored as the edge of the floor and the turn-upagainst the wall of the room.
The edge of the cement lies between 10 and 15 cm. north of the north edge of the
foundationtrench that held the blocks for the south wall of this room. At about two and
a quartermeters from the corner, following the break along the south side of the room,
is preserved the molding for a low, raised platform or dais, only a corner of which is
preserved. This projects into the room from the south edge of the cement floor for a
distanceof about 0.53 m. The dais probablyis not for a couch but may be for a bench.
7Williams,Hesperia48, 1979, p. 129.
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The pebble-mosaic panel is set into the cement floor at 0.87 m. from the south
edge of the cement and 0.78 m. from the west edge. The panel is about 1.16 m. wide in
its east-west direction. The north edge has been destroyed along with the rest of the
north side of the room by the constructionof the north stylobate of the South Stoa. A
central palmette decorates the south side of the panel, pointing to the northeast corner
of the poros wellhead of well 1979-2. The palmette has eleven pointed leaves turning
inwards (P1. 19:a). The other floral decoration appears to be honeysuckle, the best
preserved example being on the east side of the panel. The whole panel is framed by
two lines of white stones. No colored pebbles appearto have been used in the mosaic;
at least no such areas are now preserved.The southeast corner of the mosaic panel is in
bad repair, a condition that developed during the life of Building IV. Apparentlythe
loosening of pebbles from the cement matrix in this area had bothered the occupantsof
Building IV enough that they had a thin coat of lime cement put over this part of the
mosaic to stop any furtherdeterioration.
By style the mosaic can be dated within the 4th century, although not as late as
within the last quarter, for Building IV, in which it was found, was abandoned before
the constructionof the South Stoa. The form of the palmette used in. the mosaic is to
be found on the early 4th-century marble replacement antefixes of the Temple of
Poseidon at Isthmia, as well as later on the antefixes of the Temple of Athena Alea at
Tegea, of the Tholos, the Temple of Artemis, and the Propylaiaat Epidauros, and in
terracottaat Delphi and at Corinth, all within the 4th century.8The inturningleaf has a
81sthmia:0. Broneer, Isthmia,I, Templeof Poseidon,Princeton 1971, pp. 93-96, pls. 25, 35, 36. These
palmettesare very close in shape to that of the mosaic of BuildingIV.
Tegea: Ch. Dugas, J. Berchmans,M. Clemmensen, Le sanctuaired'AleaAthenaa Tegee,Paris 1924,
pls. XLVI, LXXXVI.
Epidauros:Tholos, ca. 340 B.C. G. Roux, L'architecture
de lArgolideaux IVe et IIIe sieclesavantJ.-C.,
Paris 1961, pl. 43; Temple of Artemis, ibid., pl. 50; Propylaia,ibid., pl. 76; the last two are dated 300-270
B.C. All of these Epidauriandesigns use nine, not eleven, leaves. Also note the roundness of the whole
profile of the later examples as comparedto the more elongated proportionsof the palmette used on the
Tholos and in the mosaic of BuildingIV.
et
Delphi: for palmettes in terracotta,see Ch. Le Roy, J. Ducat, Fouillesde Delphes,II, Topographie
architecture,
iii, Divers.La sculpturedecorativeen terrecuite,Paris 1967, p. 165, esp. note 2 where the form is
identifiedas Peloponnesian,and pl. 58.
Corinth:S-50, a nine-leafed palmette. I. Thallon-Hill,L. S. King, Corinth,IV, i, DecoratedArchitecturalTerracottas,
Cambridge,Mass. 1929, p. 28, fig. 30.
Other examples of the palmette with nine inturned petals, although not necessarily of 4th-century
date, are mentioned here only to show the more than Peloponnesianpopularityof the type. Numerous
examples exist in Samothraceand Priene:
Samothrace:Anaktoron, P. W. Lehmann, Samothrace3, The HieronI, Princeton 1969, p. 187, fig.
145.
Samothrace:Hieron, ibid., p. 178, fig. 131. Note the closeness of the diamond-shapedcentral petal of
the palmetteused on the south rakingsima to that used in the Sikyon mosaic publishedby Salzmann.See
footnote 10, below.
Priene:Temple of Zeus (Asklepios Temple), soffit, T. Wiegand, H. Schrader,Priene,Berlin 1904, p.
144, fig. 114; rakingsima, p. 145, fig. 116.
Priene:North Market,sima, ibid.,p. 196, fig. 189.
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longer life than that cited above, appearingon akroterion A of the Parthenon in 5thcentury Athens and used as a canonical antefix on the Middle Stoa in the Agora of
Athens in the second quarterof the 2nd century B.C.9
Parallels in pebble mosaics are to be found both at Eretria and at Sikyon.10The
Eretriaexample is dated within the first third of the 4th century, the Sikyon mosaic at
the end of the Classical period. The Sikyon palmette is of a style later than that of
Building IV. Its axial leaf is not curved but, rather, diamond-shapedat its end. Moreover, it uses trumpet flowers as filling ornament, a device not used in the Corinth
example.
The mosaic floor of BuildingIV might best be considered from the above parallels
to have been constructed within the first quarter of the 4th century, if it is dated by
style. Ceramic evidence is, at the moment, lacking and cannot supply a verification of
this date.
THE SOUTH STOA
In the original publicationof the South Stoa, 0. Broneer discussed the area along
the back or south side of the South Stoa with accuracyand precision, even though late
Hellenistic evidence preserved in that area was minimal. With the remains that were
exposed at the time, Broneer was able to determine that the whole area had been
divided into 31 service units, one for each suite of stoa shops except those at the ends,
I and XXXIII. Each service unit housed a latrine, which was drained by the deep eastwest sewer that had been dug parallel to and against its back wall: The units were
constructed as part of an alteration of the original design of the Stoa, most probably
made in the 3rd century B.C. to replace some simpler facility."
Priene: Temple of Athena Polias, on Ionic capital, ibid., p. 93, fig. 60; soffit, p. 104, fig. 73; raking
sima using a variantform, p. 108, fig. 78.
Priene: anta capital, ibid., p. 133, fig. 103.
The type is common elsewhere along the coast of Asia Minor;see for example:
X,
Troy:Temple of Athena, rakinggeison, F. W. Goethert, H. Schleif, DenkmdlerantikerArchitektur,
vonIlion, Berlin 1962, pls. 16, 32.
Der Athenatempel
For a seven-petal palmette of this type in a house mosaic of the irregulartechnique (palmette area is
in pebble technique) from the area around Qeame, see K. M. D. Dunbabin, "Techniqueand Materialsin
HellenisticMosaics,"AJA 83, 1979, pp. 271-272, note 42, pl. 44, fig. 17.
9Athens: akroterionA from the Parthenon. See I. Mark, "New Fragments of the Parthenon Acroteria," Hesperia46, 1977, pp. 241-244, pl. 56. For crowningmember of the monument to those who fell at
Corinth and Koroneia, 394 B.C., see J. Travlos, PictorialDictionaryof AncientAthens,London 1971, p. 239,
fig. 306. Similar design used for palmette of the 4th-century Temple of Apollo at Delphi; see M. F.
et architecture.
La terrassedu temple,Paris 1927, p. 21, fig. 20,
Courby, Fouillesde Delphes,II, Topographie
pl. IX. This group is not a single palmettedesign, but two "half' palmettes meeting. The leaves, however,
are of the inturningtype used in the BuildingIV mosaic. The 2nd-centuryantefixes of the Middle Stoa of
the Athenian Agora, however, are of conventionaldesign; see Travlos, op. cit., p. 239, fig. 306.
10Eretria:P. Ducrey, "La maison aux mosafques'a Eretrie," AntK 22, 1979, pls. 1:2, 2:1. Seven-leaf
palmette, from house dated within the first third of the 4th centuryB.C.
Sikyon: D. Salzmann, "Ein WiedergewonnenesKieselmosaik aus Sikyon," AA (JdI 94), 1979, pp.
290-303, fig. 13.
110. Broneer, Corinth,I, iv, TheSouthStoa and its RomanSuccessors,Princeton 1954, pp. 67-68.
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During the 1979 excavation season a concentratedeffort was made to define better
the functions of the individualservice areas behind the storerooms of the stoa. One test
had already been made in the spring of 1978; this test indicated that new information
could be had by furtherexcavation, even though the latrine areas that had alreadybeen
excavated to their originalfloor level had been found to be in extremely poor condition
or so overbuilt that little detailed informationcould be obtained. This year the service
areas behind shops XX, XXI, XXXI, and XXXII were selected for excavation because
they, of all that were covered by a protective overburden, had the most potential for
contributingnew informationto a more detailed understandingof the service areas.
Service Area, Shop XX (Fig. 4, P1. 19:b)
The Greek service area and storeroom of shop XX had been excavated before the
Second World War to below the destruction level dated to the incursion of the Herulians.12At that time the area left undisturbedwas at various levels thereunder. Part of
the south wall of the Greek service area and the east-west drain to the south had been
exposed in the earlierexcavation.'3A small fragment of waterproofcement floor of the
pre-Roman phase was found in situ at an elevation of 81.74 m. above sea level,
cemented against the toichobate of the east wall of the room. All the rest of the Greek
floor appearedto have been destroyed early in the Roman reoccupationof the building.
This year the whole of the service area was cleared to its earliest phase. The
toichobates of its east and south walls have been revealed, but that of the west wall is
missing; in its place are blocks of a Roman rebuilding.No more of the originalcement
floor was found, but a section of the stone underflooringwas found in situ along the
south toichobate. It slopes from all directions to a hole cut through the south toichobate, one meter from the southeast corner of the room. Water was drainedthrough this
from the floor into the east-west drain. For a similar but better preserved example of
the same arrangementsee the service area behind shop XXXI, where the whole of the
subflooringof stone paving is preserved in situ.
Bedrock supported the subflooring in the service area. The toichobate blocks for
both the service area and the storeroom were laid into narrowfoundation trenches cut
into the bedrock.No Greek stratapredatingthe constructionof the stoa were preserved
in this area. Apparentlybedrock originally rose quite high in this section of the site.
Indeed, at about a meter south of the south toichobate of service area XXI bedrock
rises to a height of 82.19 m. above sea level, while the toichobate itself is at +81.82 m.
(see section A-A, Fig. 4). The elevation of the toichobate of the south wall of service
area XX slopes from +81.84 at the east to +81.853 m. at the west. This toichobate
level is 20 centimeters higher than the back-walltoichobate of storeroom XX.
Most of the pre-Romanstone subflooringwas removed in the Augustan period or
slightly thereafter, when it was replaced with an earth packing and bed of sand. Over
12Ibid.,pp. 132-138.
13GreatDrain, deposit index drain 1933-1.
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the sand was laid a layer of coarse sherds embedded in cement, all at an elevation of
+81.79 m. This later floor served, apparently,until some extensive alterations were
undertaken, at which time a series of north-south foundations was added, perhaps to
carry marble slabs for a more elaborate paving of the area. Expansion of the whole
suite, described by Broneer in the original publication,dates from this time, for a new
back wall to the service area was built between 0.60 and 0.85 m. south of the original
south wall of the service area.14
The new south wall of the expanded complex is plastered and decorated with a
dado, white speckled with gray to imitate stone, crowned with a black line, two red
lines, and another black line. Above the lines the wall appears to have been white.
Against this wall, once it was painted, was placed a "bench-likestructure."
Service Area XXI (Pl..20:b)
The excavation of the service area of shop XXI supplies almost no additional
information concerning the original Hellenistic arrangementof the spaces behind the
storerooms of the stoa. The toichobate of the east wall of service area XXI has been
removed and reset. Bedding for stone floor slabs and one earth floor were found close
to bedrockwithin the service area, but there are no indicationsthat the earth floor was
Greek in date. The bedding for the Roman earth floor was in large part of trimmed and
ground-upbedrock.This fill covered the footing trenches for the originalfoundationsof
the South Stoa.
The originalsocle and west wall of the service area were completely eliminated, as
was the very west end of the south socle of the room, during the constructionof room
H of the South Stoa. Room H is a Roman redesign of the area originallyoccupied by
South Stoa suites XXII through XXIV. Once built, the new east wall of room H served
as the western limit for the area behind storeroom XXI.
Two facts of interest did appearwith the complete excavation of service area XXI.
The first is that the area has a drainage hole through its south toichobate, as do the
service areas of shops XX, XXXI, and XXXII, all cleared this year. The drainageholes
all were found to be about one meter west of the southeast corner of the service areas.
Apparentlythe service areas were originallydesigned to be similar one to another and
were altered only later to individualneeds.
The second fact revealed by excavation this year is that the first alteration of
service area XXI probablywas made very early in the life of the Roman colony. The
original Hellenistic stone paving was removed and the space was made into a storage
room with earth floor, but still entered by the Hellenistic doorwayfrom storeroom XXI.
The end of this phase came apparentlyas a surprise, with the shattering and fire
scarring of amphoras and the destruction of utility pots and early Roman fine wares
(4-18). Much ash was found covering part of the floor; directly overlying the pottery
debris was found a fill of mud brick and Roman roof tiles. Pottery and architectural
14Broneer, CorinthI, iv, p. 137.
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debris were limited to the confines of the room, in fact piled in such a manner as to
suggest that the south wall stood for at least a while after the destructionand therefore
served to contain the debris within the ruined service area.
An archaeologicalsequence can be set forth now for the area in the period after the
destructionby fire. Suite XXII, the western neighbor of the area under discussion, was
modified not long after the fire. The party wall between service areas XXI and XXII
was removed and replacedby a new wall built of reassembled wall blocks of the South
Stoa.15This was set within a trench that had been dug through the piled destruction
debris in service area XXI before the south wall of that area had been disassembled.
Soon thereafter the original south wall of service area XXI was eliminated without
furtherdisturbingthe destructiondebris in the area.
After room H was constructed, the service area behind shop XXI was abandoned,
and the doorwayfrom it into storeroom XXI was blocked up. A new east-west wall was
erected between 3.25 and 3.35 m. south of shop XXI, not quite parallel to what had
been the original south wall of its service area. Although this new south wall was built
against and abutted the southeast corner of room H, it apparentlyhad nothing to do
with the functioning of the South Stoa. Rather it was designed as a terrace wall for a
building that stretched towardthe south. The area that was thus defined by this terrace
wall, by the east wall of room H, and by the south wall of shop XXI was left open to
the sky, with its ground level raised above the destruction debris that still covered the
space to a depth of over 0.50 m. above the original service-areafloor. The new court
now served suite XX, by which it was entered. The south face of the south wall of shop
XXI and the blocking of its door were covered with a heavy coat of cement. Slightly
later a floor of broken sherds on a rubble bed (P1. 20:b) was laid throughout the area,
with tile patches in two places. A later floor was laid over the first, this one on a good
cement bedding. The bedding supported large, squared floor tiles and served as the
waterproofsurfacingfor the court until the time of the Heruliandisaster.
Area South of Suites XX and XXI (P1.20:a)
The fill on the south side of the terrace wall has been studied by J. Hayes and
dated to the Neronian period.16With more extensive excavation this year in the area, it
has been determined that the lowest Roman stratum excavated, over a newly discovered reservoirof the Classicalperiod, is of Augustan date, or perhapsslightly later. The
underlying reservoir, cistern 1979-1, had been dug into bedrock and apparentlywas
15Ibid.,pp. 134-145. This is the east wall of Roman Room H, which is dated to the Antonine period;
see pp. 142-143. The date is given by a coin of Lucius Verus, found in a drain associatedwith use of the
room. The results of the 1979 excavation, however, suggest that the east wall of Room H was erected in
the Neronian period or slightlyearlier, not later.
16J. W. Hayes, "Roman Pottery from the South Stoa at Corinth," Hesperia42, 1973, pp. 416-470,
especially Deposit A, p. 418. This fill is considered by Hayes to have been one with the construction
activities at the time of the constructionof the bouleuterionimmediatelyeast of suite XX. "The deposit
can be traced in the other direction as far west as Broneer's 'Room H,' in the form of make-up for a
terracealong the back of the Stoa."
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abandonedin the end of the third or beginning of the fourth quarterof the 4th century
B.C. In its originalform the cistern was ca. three by 1.22 m. and oriented almost exactly
north-south. Its walls now are preserved to a height of ca. 1.40 m., but originally the
walls may have risen somewhat higher, for no Classical floor levels were found in the
area that can be associated with the cistern. All such Classicalremains were eliminated
by the Roman rebuilding.
The cistern was built of large poros slabs, and the walls were waterproofedwith a
good, thick coat of cement (P1. 20:a). A cross wall later was built in the east-west
directionat 1.75 m. from the originalsouth end of the reservoir, apparentlyat the time
when the South Stoa was built. This new cross wall was built upon the floor of the
original cistern but was not stuccoed. It thus did not serve as a new south wall for a
truncatedreservoir. Rather, it appears,the cross wall served as a foundation for a new
house wall that replacedthe originalnorth wall of the structureafter it was abbreviated
by the building of the South Stoa. During this alterationthe part of the cistern that lay
south of the cross wall was filled with earth, pottery, and figurines from bottom to top,
or from +80.92 to ca. +82.35 m. This activity apparentlytook place in the 330's or
early in the last quarterof the 4th century. The latest skyphos from the reservoir fill is
similar in shape to C-1975-167, from a pit in Forum Southwest, and to C-1971-105,
from the drainbetween BuildingsI and II.
The Roman stratum that sealed the fill of the cistern was hard packed and may
have been the floor of a court or a pathway,in use contemporaneouslywith the storage
areas behind shops XX and XXI. Above the hard-packedlevel was found a softer fill,
not the accumulationof use but one dump. This was covered by a stratum of burnt
material, pottery and carbon flecks, perhapsa level that should be associated with the
destruction of the storage area behind storeroom XXI. This was covered in turn by a
second, ratherdeep fill, the top of which had an elevation of +83.10 m. On this rests a
foundation of isolated poros blocks, one of which still supports a marble Ionic column
base, connected by rubble foundations (section, Fig. 4). The top of this foundation is at
an elevation of ca. + 83.47 m., or at about the same level as a black-and-white
tesselated floor preserved six meters to the east and probablybelonging to the same
house. The rubble and poros-block foundation is similar in construction technique to
the south or back wall of suite XX as expanded in the Roman period. The terrace wall,
the foundation supportingthe marble Ionic column base, and the fragmentarymosaic
floor are the only architecturalremains that at present can be associated with the
complex that extends southward behind suites XX and XXI of the South Stoa. The
floor level associated with this building is the top of the fill that is dated by Hayes as
Neronian.17
Features other than those described above also indicate that, in this area, the
ground level south of the terrace wall was not raised by a single dumping but 'was the
result of accumulations at different times. One such element of this rather complex
17lbid.,p. 419, areas A and A', plan of fig. 1.
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stratigraphyis a long east-west trench, ca. one meter wide, which was cleared south of
service areas XX and XXI (plan, Fig. 4). This apparentlywas a foundation trench that
had been cut into the soft bedrock for a wall, all blocks of which had been removed in
the Augustan period. Thereafter the trench had lain open and abandoned for some
time, for the soft rock of the trench sides eroded and collapsed inward, partiallyfilling
it. The resultant shallower trench finally was completely buried by the dumping of
debris, including cut animal bones, fine and cooking wares, and amphoras.Nothing of
the ceramicfinds can be dated far into the reign of Tiberius (see catalogue, 16 through
18). From this fill were recovered sherds which have been joined with fragments
publishedby Hayes in his deposit A.18
POTTERYFROMAREA SOUTH OF SUITES XX AND XXI

Debris within Service Area XXI

4. Plate with low foot, EasternSigillata
B.

P1.21

C-1979-23. H. 0.023, D. of foot 0.035, D. of
rim 0.051 m.
Orange clay (2.5YR 6/7) with much mica,
flaked dark orange glaze (2.5YR 5/8) without
mica.
Thin rib as ring foot, flat undersurface,low flaring wall, flange, vertical wall above with outward
thickenedrim, rectangularstamp0.003 by 0.005 m.
at center of floor in two lines: M A T / P E 0 Y.
The plate has cavetto-moldedtransitionfrom floor
to wall, groove on inside of rim.
Close to example in Neronian deposit in Corinth, Hayes, Hesperia42,. 1973, p. 453, no. 137
(grayclay).
5. Multiridgedbeaker, EasternSigillata
B.

P1.21

C-1979-70. Est. D. of foot 0.048, est. max. D.
of body 0.104 m.
Tan clay (2YR 6/6), good but flaking orange
glaze (IOR 5/8), fine flecks of mica in clay, more
in glaze.
Very small ring foot, undersurfacepreserving
two concentric grooves; horizontal ribs separated
each by a raised line, top rib divided from plain
vertical rim by two raised lines. Lip is not preserved.

For examples in Neronian deposit at Corinth,
see Hayes, Hesperia42, 1973, p. 455, nos. 157,
158, pl. 87.
6. Sigillatahemisphericalbowl with hor- P1.21
izontal rim.
C-1979-71. H. 0.04, D. of foot 0.039 m.
Fine, buff-tan clay (5YR 7/4), brownish red
glaze (IOR4/6), no mica.
Ring foot, hemisphericalbody, flaring rim, top
surface grooved. Interior, center of floor missing;
inscribedcircle at lower bowl wall.
7. Arretinehemisphericalbowl with
horizontalrim, stamped.

P1.21

C-1979-72. H. 0.057, D. of foot 0.061 m.
Pinkish tan clay (2.5YR 6/7), reddish glaze
(1OR4/8).
Flaring ring foot with slight bevel on outside,
stepped on inside; hemisphericalbody crowned by
outward thickened rim, flat on top, decorated by
partiallypreserved applied fibula spiral. Inside of
floor, stamp on center surroundedby circle; second circle beyond diameterof ring foot. In rectangularstamp, in single line:
NAEVI
See A. Oxe, H. Comfort, CorpusVasorumArretinorum(= CVArret.),Bonn 1968, no. 1081.

18C-36-1195 (op. cit. [footnote 16 above], no. 90), C-36-1472, C-36-2196 a,b. I owe these joins to
Dr. K. S. Wright.
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8. Arretine bowl, Halterntype 11, with
horizontalrouletted rim

P1.21

C-1979-73. Est. D. of rim 0.12 m.
Tan clay (2.5YR 6/6), brownishred glaze (5YR
4/8), no mica.
Double convex body, cavetto between, offset
outturned rim. Top of rim convex, groove along
lip, rest rouletted. Inside, incised circle at edge of
floor.
For type in Neronian deposit at Corinth, see
Hayes, Hesperia 42, 1973, p. 430, nos. 58, 59
(Hayes form 17).
9. Browngritty brittle-warebowl.

P1.21

C-1979-74. D. of foot 0.047, max. D. of body
0.126 m.
Clay brown to reddish brown on outside upper
body, sandy inclusions. Part of outside and core
IOYR5/4, rest 5YR 5.5/5.
Low disk foot, undersurfacegrooved just inside
bearing edge. Almost straight flaring lower body
abruptlycurving to straight, slightly inward rising
upper wall. Bowl grooved just above body curve.
Fragmentof vertical rim preservesraised line 0.01
m. below roundedlip.
10. Barbotine,roulettedopen bowl.

P1.21

C-1979-15. H. 0.058, D. of foot 0.05, max. D.
of body 0.118 m.
Dark gray clay with no inclusions, metallic
black-glazedsurface.
Very low disk foot, slightly concave undersurface. Hemispherical body going inward at top;
rounded lip grooved on outside. Lower half of
body rouletted; upper zone decorated with three
rows of barbotine applique.Slightly scratched on
body from final turning.
Similarto Hayes, Hesperia42, 1973, p. 461, no.
187, but no. 187 is unglazed.
11.. Unglazedrouletted pitcher.

P1.21

C-1979-76. D. of base 0.108, max. D. of body
0.192 m.
Tan clay (7.5YR 7/4) with many fine, white inclusions, slightlysandy in texture.
Disk foot with two concentric grooves near
bearing edge, central area slightly concave. Ovoid
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body covered with horizontal rouletting, maximum diameter below mid-point. Narrow concave
neck articulatedfrom body by two ribs, two others at mid-point of neck. Vertical handle from
upperbody to mid-neck.
Two other rouletted pitchersin Corinth Excavations collection, but of differentfabric:C-1962-73
(upperbody rouletted) and C-1936-787 (partially
rouletted body).
12. Globularpitcher.

P1.21

C-1979-77. H. 0.22, D. of foot 0.082, D. of
body 0.18, D. of neck 0.071 m.
Buff, fine, slightly sandy clay with dark sand grit
(2.5Y 8/3 to IOYR5/3).
Ring foot with wide, shallow depressionat center of undersurface.Globularbody with cylindrical
neck articulated from shoulder. Neck has two
grooves at 0.013-0.017 m. below top of rounded,
outwardthickened lip. Verticalhandle from shoulder to just under neck grooves. Glaze on outside
surfaceof neck, top of shoulder, rest reserved.
13. Round-mouthedcooking-ware
pitcher.

P1.22

C-1979-75. H. 0.135, D. of foot 0.096, D. of lip
0.08 m.
Gray-brownclay (2.5YR 5/8) with mottled surface, at lightest, tan (5YR 5/1).
Top of cylindricalneck and rim preserved, with
handle. Rim flaresat 0.011 m. below lip, then contractsto almost verticallip. Verticalhandle oval in
section with three grooves on top surface; handle
attached just above maximum diameter rises to
attachat 0.011 m. below lip.
14. Trefoil cooking-warepitcher.

P1.22

C-1979-78. H. 0.218, max. D. of body 0.195,
D. of neck at shoulder0.169 m.
Clay same as C-1979-75 (13).
Flat bottom with concave undersurface,angled
from wide ovoid body, cylindricalneck articulated
from shoulder, with upper neck flaring in trefoil
rim. Rim folded to interior, top of folded surface
slightly concave to hold lid. Neck has two wide
grooves at mid-pointand two under lip.
For close parallel in Neronian deposit, see
Hayes, Hesperia42, 1973, p. 79, no. 235 (body
largelyrestored).
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15. Semiglazedlekane.

P1.23

C-1979-22. H. 0.148, D. of foot 0.094, max. D.
of rim 0.294 m.
Local pinkish clay (5YR 6.5/6) with orange
glaze fired brownishin streakson rim.
Flaring ring foot, two scratched concentric circles inscribed on shallow conical undersurface.
Ovoid body with inset rim which flares to rounded
lip. Inside glazed.
16. Casserole.

P1.22

C-1979-80. H. 0.081, max. D. of body 0.226,
max. D. of rim 0.206 m.
Rough, reddish brown clay (5YR 5/4) with
sandy inclusions, fire scarredblack.
Wide-flaring,round bottom on a low body that
turns abruptlyinto narrowshoulder; vertical rim,
inwardly thickened with top of rim flat, sloping
slightly inward; inside wall of rim concave, horizontal handle, applied to shoulder against vertical
rim, rising to lip.
17. One-handledmicaceouswaterjar.

P1.22

C-1979-79. Pres. H. 0.436, D. of foot 0.066,
max. D. of body 0.25, D. of neck 0.053 m.

Slightly sandy pinkish clay; core (5YR 7/4) to
buff surface (9YR 7.5/6). Numerous small lime
inclusions, much fine mica, largely golden; three
sherds fire-scarreddarkgray.
Waterjar with false ring foot, nippled undersurface; ovoid body with maximum diameter at H.
0.28 m.; curves in an uninterruptedprofile from
foot to narrow cylindrical neck. Single vertical
straphandle, 0.04 m. wide, with depressed central
trough, looping from mid-shoulder to base of
neck.
18. Wheelmadelamp, fluked nozzle,
Broneertype XVI.

P1.22

L-1979-4. H. of body 0.030, D. of base 0.035,
max. D. of body 0.069 m.
Reddish brown clay (3YR 5/6) with lime and
sparklinginclusions, unglazed.
String-cut base, wide body contracting slightly
to vertical rim, flat horizontal disk with central
pour hole 0.015 m. in diameter. Vertical strap
handle from maximum body to top of rim, fluked
nozzle fire scarredfrom use.
Close to L-1976-13, L-1976-37 from fill within cellar of Cellar Building at southwest corner of
forum, clean-up from earthquakeof A.D. 77. For
type, see 0. Broneer, Corinth,IV, ii, Terracotta
Lamps,Cambridge,Mass. 1930, nos. 218-225.

Debris from East-WestTrench South of Roman TerraceWall behind Suites XX and XXI
19. Arretinehemisphericalcup,
stamped.

P1.23

C-1979-88. H. 0.58, D. of foot 0.058, D. of rim
0.122 m.
Bowl with ring foot beveled to bearing edge.
Hemisphericalbody with outward thickened rim,
convex on top with appliedspiraldecoration.Horizontal rouletting 0.012 m. wide on body under
rim, framed on top and bottom by single groove.
Center of floor, rectangularstamp in two lines,
0.01 by 0.009 m.:

P A C 0 / N I U S.
Concentricgroove at edge of floor. Cf. CVArret.,
no. 1219.
20. Shallowbasin with two handles.

P1.23

C-1979-86. H. 0.103, D. of base 0.230, D. of
rim 0.393 m.

Corinthiancream to pink clay.
Flat bottomed, wide basin with straight,flaring,
wheel-ridged walls rising at ca. 650 to outward
flaring, horizontal rim; top of rim triple grooved.
Two horizontal handles applied against underside
of rim, rising at edge slightly above rim. Across
mid-pointof handle is single impressedgroove on
diameterof pot. Red-to-blackwash brushedon inside of body and on top of rim, rest reserved.
21. Fafenceplate.

P1.23

MF-1979-27. Pres. max. dim. 0.056 m.
Single fragmentof large plate with low ring foot
0.016 m. wide, flat bearing surface. Interior floor
with impressed decoration. Eye(?) crosshatched
above, volutes and dots below. Impressed design
black, tracesof thin yellow-greenglaze.
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22. Cooking-waretwo-handledjar with
piecrustrim.

P1.23

C-1979-85. H. 0.215, D. of foot 0.103, D. of lip
0.190 m.
Cooking fabric.
Jarwith ring foot and centrallydepressedundersurface with nipple. Ovoid body with maximum
diameterat 0.114 m.; wide, short neck rises vertically, slightly concave, all in continuous profile.
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Outward thickened rim with piecrust decoration
on bottom edge of projection,groove above, just
below verticallip. Shallow recessed band on inside
below lip. Two grooves on shoulder at handle level, two horizontal handles rise vertically to level
of piecrust.
Cf. C-1973-255, from 1st-century(after Christ)
context from Demeter Sanctuary.I thank K. S.
Wrightfor this parallel.

Service Area XXXI (Pls. 24, 25)
The service area to the south of storeroom XXXI of the South Stoa still is paved
with casually aligned poros blocks,19except in one damaged area where the paving was
destroyed by a pit dug from a higher level. The blocks appearto have been reclaimedas
underflooringfrom some earlier use. As laid, the underflooring(P1. 25:a) slopes from
every directiontowarda drain that is cut into the south toichobate of the room, ca. one
meter from the -southeast corner of the service area. The drain would have emptied
water or sewage into the deep east-west drain that stretches the whole length of the
south side of the stoa.
The casuallylaid poros blocks and the poorly founded socle of the south wall of the
service area are of much differentqualityfrom the constructiontechniques found in the
main part of the stoa. The subflooringvaries in shape of blocks, many set casually with
joints neither parallelwith nor at right angles to the enclosing toichobates (Fig. 5). Such
casualness would not, however, have been visible to any user of the service area, for
the poros blocks served only as a bedding for waterproofcement, ca. five centimeters
thick, over the slabs. Little is left of that cement floor; only one segment is preserved
in the southeast corner of the service area, around a hemisphericalbasin of terracotta.
A door connects the service area with storeroom XXXI, cut into the west end of
the dividing wall between the two rooms. A stone threshold was added upon the
toichobate of this wall in order to allow the bottom of the door to be higher than the
paved and cement floor of the service area. In this service area the floor is at +81.57
m. or higher. The toichobate of the back wall of the originalstoa here is at an elevation
of +81.55 m.
Service Area XXXII
Although poorly preserved, of all service areas as yet fully examined that of suite
XXXII offers perhapsthe most informationabout its originaluse.
19Thispaving may not be the original flooring of service area XXXI, for the threshold that is to be
associatedwith the poros subflooringis a thin piece of poros resting on the socle of the south wall of South
Stoa storeroom XXXI. Under this stone threshold can be seen a pivot hole in the socle, apparentlyof an
earlierdoor. This earlierthresholdwould have been below the level of the subflooringof the service area,
an unsatisfactoryarrangementfor the effective drainingof the service area towardthe sewer.
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The complete toichobate of the south wall of service area XXXII is preserved in
situ, as well as one partiallydestroyed orthostate. Parts of the toichobates of the east
and west walls and one toichobate block of the north wall, which is also the south wall
of storeroom XXXII, are preserved in situ. An orthostate at the southeast corner of
storeroom XXXIII serves as part of the west wall of service area XXXII; this is in place
and is preserved to its full height. A mosaic of cement with random pebbles is
preserved as the floor at the west end of the area. Waterproofcement is preserved as
well on the inside face of the socle and on the orthostates of the south and west walls
of the space.
From these remains the following deductions can be made. First, this service area
was built as an addition to the originalfabric of the South Stoa. This can be seen in the
south toichobate of the service area, which is only one course deep, constructed of
roughly squaredblocks, with a top elevation 15 centimeters higher than the toichobate
of the originalback wall of the stoa. The top of the toichobate of the south wall of the
service area is at +81.70, that of the stoa at +81.55 m. No foundation or underpinning
exists for the south wall of the service area. This is unlike the multicoursedfoundations
of the stoa itself. Finally, the toichobate of the south wall of the service area meets the
southeast corner of storeroom XXXIII with less than a five-centimeteroverlap. Bonding
is not used here nor can the upper wall of the service area have abutted the stoa for its
full thickness. This jointing does not follow the principlesof construction for strength
and durabilitywhich are hallmarksof the South Stoa.A0
The second fact that can be deduced from excavation in this area is that service
area XXXII was a latrine, at least in its first altered phase. One can say only that in the
original phase an indeterminableportion of the east end of the service area of shop
XXXII was paved in pebble-cement mosaic and bedded on crushed poros fragments.
The floor bedding was laid directlyon bedrock.The floor was drainedthrough a cutting
at floor level in the south toichobate of the service area, between 0.50 and 1.00 m. from
the southeast corner of the room. The cutting, probably once lined with cement,
drained water into the east-west drain behind the stoa. In the first alteration, a cemented trough was built against the western half of the south wall of the service area,
sloping from the east. It was drained at its west end through a hole in the southeast
corner orthostateof storeroom XXXIII, the waste passing under the Roman floor of the
storeroom but above the toichobate of storeroom XXXIII, then through the foundation
for the back wall of the storeroom and into the east-west drain.Slightly later, it appears,
a second outlet was cut through the south toichobate of the service area, this time in
order to add a cemented terracottapipe from the east end of the cement trough to the
east-west drain behind the stoa. Whether or not the two drains worked at the same
time cannot now be determined;one can be sure, however, that this drainagearrangement is Roman in date.
20Broneer,Corinth,I, iv, p. 25, esp. fig. 4.
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From the above evidence a late Greek phase can be hypothesized for the service
areas, constructedafter the erection of the stoa, with a restorationin the Roman period.
In the Greek phase of service area XXXII water was used in the room and was emptied
into the east-west drain behind the stoa. One cannot be sure that the service areas were
used primarilyto house latrines. In fact, from the evidence derived from service area
XXXI, one might assume that the spaces were meant to be used in a number of ways.
In the Roman reconstructionof the stoa, it is clear that service area XXXII was converted into a latrine. Seats can be restored over the remains of the cement trough that
is preserved along the western part of the south wall of the service area. It is just as
clear, however, that service area XXXI was converted in the Roman period into a storeroom. The Romans reconstructed each service area to individual specifications.They
did not use the rooms of the stoa in the way that those spaces were used before 146 B.C.
Portico, West Stairway(Fig. 5)
Evidence exists along the west wing wall of the portico of the South Stoa that
shows that a stairwaywas constructedagainst its east face before the sack of Corinth in
146 B.C.21The wing wall itself had a length of ca. 10 meters from the front wall of shop
XXXIII to the anta of the west wing wall. The stair rose towardthe north along the east
face of the wall (see elevation, Fig. 5). Cuttings for the lowest two steps of the flight
are preserved in the fifth orthostate of the wall at 5.40 m. south of the position where
the anta once stood (P1.27:a). At the south end of the flight, just under the cuttings for
the steps, and just south of the projectionin the foundation of the wing wall built to
carrythe wall anta, as well as in one other place, altogether four foundation blocks that
once supportedthe stair are still preserved in situ. These are recorded in solid black in
the elevation of Fig. 5. None of the blocks bonds with the foundation of the west wing
wall, but the blocks do fit closely against the east face of the top course of foundations
of the wing wall, which was trimmed back to receive them. The top of the lower course
of stair foundations, to judge from the four preserved stair foundation blocks, was flush
with the bottom of the toichobate and carried another course on it; all blocks of this
course now are missing. The two stairwayfoundation blocks in situ below orthostate 5
project eastward from the face of the toichobate course of the wall for 1.30 m. The
toichobate itself projects from the face of the orthostate for about 0.10 m. From the
extent of the eastward projection of the stair foundation one can suggest a restored
width of ca. 1.40 m. for the flight.
Angle of ascent can be restored from the evidence supplied by the cuttings for the
stairwayas preserved on orthostate 5 of the wing wall. The bottom of the lowest step
cutting starts at ca. 0.06 m. above the top of the toichobate, with its top ca. 0.23 m.
above the toichobate, giving a riser height of 0.17 m. The riser height of the second
step cutting also is ca. 0.17 m., while the tread is between 0.31 and 0.33 m. wide.
21Broneer,CorinthI, iv, foundationson plan IV. Not all blocks are shown, however.
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If one uses all of the above materialone can restore a flight of 13 or 14 steps rising
from the lowest step cutting to the wall anta, includinga landing between 1.30 and 1.40
m. wide. At this landingone turns 1800 and ascends towardthe south, towardthe shop
wall, and to the second floor (Fig. 6).
Destruction of the stairwayfoundation was effectively achieved, apparently,in the
Roman period when manhole 1952-1 of the Peirene system had to be re-opened for
some reason. This manhole lies directly under the foundation of the west wing wall of
the portico.22Evidence exists, however, that the stairwell had been eliminated earlier,
probablyjust after the sack of Corinth by Mummius. Then a foundation block was
removed from the underpinningsof the stair; within the pit made by the removal of
that block were a number of late Hellenistic pots, including molded relief bowls 23 and
24, and one plate, 25 (P1.25).
By analysis of the traces of use and wear on the orthostates of the west wing wall
of the stoa, especially on orthostates 4 and 5, one can see that most of the cutting for
the bottom step of the flight now under discussion is below a line of fire scarringon
orthostate 4 (Fig. 3). This line is between 0.20 and 0.25 m. above the toichobate. The
level of burning is to be associatedwith a floor used at the same time as a Roman step
and doorwaycut through orthostate 4. This doorwaycan be dated, at the latest, to the
3rd century after Christby strataassociatedwith its use on the west side of the end wall
of the stoa (Fig. 5, elevation).
A fourth fact shows that the stairwayof the portico cannot have been used late in
the Roman period, and, most probably,not in the Roman period at all. Much of the
cutting for the steps in orthostate 5 is filled with a gritty tan cement that is to be
associated with a general Early Roman refurbishing of the stoa. This demands the
conclusion that the stairwaywas removed completely by the time of the replasteringof
the wall.23
22Broneer,CorinthI, iv, recordedon plan XI, section a, showing west end of stoa, markedas "Well,
4.65 to water".
23Ifthe stairwayin the colonnadeis a Hellenisticfeature of the South Stoa, then one must re-examine
the evidence for the dating of the stairs within Shops I and XXXIII. Evidence has been published to
suggest that these two stairs are part of the Roman refurbishingof the stoa after 44 B.C., and not part of
the originalGreek design.
The stairwayswithin the shops are published by Broneer in CorinthI, iv, pp. 68-70, 97. Only two
blocks and a cutting on the toichobateremain of the stone sill of the eastern stair. The stratigraphyfor the
room is discussed by Edwardsin CorinthVII, iii, pp. 224-225, deposit 94. The fill rested on bedrock and
appearsto have been without stratification."A slight amount of materialmay represent activities in the
early days after the establishmentof the Roman colony in 44 B.C. ... In fact, some of the latest material
was found quite close to or at bottom." The fill may well be that from the debris of the Hellenistic stoa,
but dug up when the stair was constructed, and re-laid as packingaround the foundations for the stair.
Broneer himself notes that in shop XXXIII "the stairwayrose from a stone sill, a single block of which
remains in situ.... The wall extending from this block to the south wall of the room, which closes off the
area beneath the stairway,is very late. It contains blocks from the Stoa walls, and thus would have been
constructedin its present form after the partialdemolition of the buildingin Roman times" (CorinthI, iv,
p. 69). The blocks can as well have been availableto the contractorswhen the stoa was being revamped
after 44 B.C.
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POTTERYFROMPORTICO,WEST STAIRWAY

Pit in Stair Foundation

23. Figuredmolded bowl.

P1.25

C-1979-13. D. of medallion 0.034 m. (outside
circle).
Local bowl having central disk decorated with
four palmettes alternating with small pointed
leaves in two concentric rings, corolla of 12 long
akanthosleaves, each alternatingwith small pointed leaves. Lower wall with Erotes and potter's
signature:AI. Doves above, then dogs and stag,
lion (?), male hunter; egg and dart with guilloche
between single lines below rim.
Same stamp used for dog and male hunter on
C-30-36, Edwards, CorinthVII, iii, no. 844, pl.
74. Same stamp for bird and corolla leaf on CP1929, ibid.,no. 817.
Little earlierthan 146 B.C.

24. Imbricatemolded relief bowl.

P1.25

C-1979-12.
Unidentified fabric, rough at break, fired hard
with few white inclusions, dark chocolate brownblack metallicglaze (2.5YR 5/6).
Fragmentarywall of bowl with imbricate,pointed and veined leaves, guilloche below rim.
25. Flat-rimplate.

P1.25

C-1979-14. H. 0.062, D. of foot 0.072, D. of
rim 0.25 m.
Local plate; ring foot, slightly conical undersurface, straight, wide flaring wall, horizontal rim.
Single groove just below rim on inside of wall.
Dip glazed, with glaze on rim, inside, and unevenly under rim on outside.
Little earlierthan 146 B.C.

Test West of the West End of the South Stoa
(Fig. 7, Pls. 26, 27)
Investigationswere made this year along the west side of the west end of the South
Stoa, between about six and twelve meters north of the stele shrine excavated in
1977.24Complete grid squareswere not excavated, however, for the limits of the trench
had to be fixed by the existence of paving blocks, in situ, of the Roman road to
Akrokorinthoswhich passes along the west side of the stoa. Excavation descended here
to levels no earlier than the initial surface to be associated with the use levels of the
stoa.
The lowest level, at elevations of +80.69 and +80.77 m., is a paving of small
cobbles, about fist size and set into a mortarof ground-upmarl (section, Fig. 6). In the
cobbles is a rectangularporos block, placed with its top surface flush with the cobble
pavement and in alignment with the walls of the stele shrine to its south rather than
with the west wall of the stoa. No explanation is here offered for the purpose of this
block. Alteration can be seen at this level, involving the laying of a built poros drain
along the euthynteria and lower step of the west end of the stoa. Its top is at an
elevation of +81.07 at the north and over +81.25 m. at the south.
The first general redesign of the area involves the raisingof the ground level to an
elevation of ca. +81.32-81.35 m. This results in the abandonmentand burying of the
built drain at the west end of the stoa. Other alterationsinclude the addition of a stone
bench along the west face of the west end wall of the stoa.
24Forshrine, see C. K. Williams,II, "Corinth1977. Forum Southwest," Hesperia47, 1978, pp. 5-12.
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The fourth and final pre-Romanalterationwas demandedby the constructionof the
north-southarm of the east-west sewer back of the service areas of the South Stoa. This
north-south arm runs along the west end of the stoa to join the sewer to an east-west
city drain that earlier had followed the north facade of BuildingsII, III, and IV in the
directionof Peirene. This older drain (see plan, Fig. 2) had been kept in operationeven
after the abandonmentof BuildingsII, III, and IV and the erection of the South Stoa.
The north-southtrench for the sewer was dug through the use level associatedwith
the bench built against the west wall of the South Stoa. Into this trench were laid
roofing slabs for the tunnel of the drain (P1. 26:a). Thereafter an east-west wall of
roughly shaped and re-used poros blocks was built over the fill covering the drain
trench (uprightstone at edge of drain trench in Plate 26:a is terminal stone picturedof
wall in Plate 27:b). Apparentlythe wall was planned and erected while the trench was
being filled, for the bottom of the easternmost block of the wall is set deeply into the
fill of the sewer trench (P1. 26:a). A space of 2.25 m. is left between this deeply set
block and the crepidomaof the South Stoa, perhapsto serve as a passageway.On the
east side of the gap and in line with the newly erected wall is a cutting on the lower step
of the stylobate of the stoa (elevation, Fig. 6).25 This cutting may have served to hold a
stele or a post at the east side of the passageway.The cutting also indicates that the wall
in question would have defined an area that terminatesjust south of the anta for the
west wall of the stoa.
What function did this wall serve, late as it is and not aligned with the South Stoa?
The wall is oriented parallelto the north wall of the stele shrine 5.80 m. farther south.
Did the stele shrine have a temenos reserved around it? Did, perhaps, the sewer
disturb part of what had been allotted to the stele shrine, with the result that new
boundarywalls had to be set up (Fig. 6) ?
The wall, whatever purpose it served, went out of use in 146 B.C. or during the
period of abandonment, at which time a fall of roof tiles, apparentlyfrom the roof of
the South Stoa, covered the ground on both sides of the wall and against the wall itself.
The debris is composed of a mixture of Lakonian and Corinthianpan tiles.26The two
types are equally represented, but accompanied only by Corinthian cover tiles. One
almost complete Lakonian tile was inventoried from this debris, FP-308.27 In other
25Broneer,CorinthI, iv, pl. VI.
26Broneer,CorinthI, iv, pp. 83-91, esp. p. 83 for regularCorinthiantiles, p. 88 for Lakonian.
roof tile, FP-308. L. 0.98, W. at upperend 0.42 (restored), W. at lower end 0.48, Th. 0.03
27Lakonian
m. Tile almost completely preserved, missing one corner at narrowend. Corinthianclay with coarse and
fine black, brown, and red inclusions;red wash on concave surface.
Pan tile with concave uppersurface, wideningfrom one end to the other. Max. depth of curve 0.055
m. at wide end. Wide end inscribedon top surfacewith arc, top covered with streakyred wash, reserved at
point where overlappingtile would have covered narrowend, to 0.095 m. from end of tile.
The Corinthiantiles are of the dimensions recorded by Broneer, CorinthI, iv, p. 83. These have a
length of ca. 0.68 and a width of ca. 0.59 m.
The difference in size between the Lakonianand Corinthiantiles implies that the two types should
not be restoredto the same building.The find position of the tiles demands, however, the conclusion that
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places where roof tiles have been associatedwith the stoa, Lakonianpan tiles have been
recorded as part of the debris.28In fact, it appearsthat the South Stoa may have had
extensive Hellenistic repairsto its roof, the repairsbeing executed with Lakonian pan
tiles, an apparentlycheaperand lighter roof cover than was the original.
The area under discussion changes drasticallyin the Roman period. The debris of
tiles is covered with gravel that becomes tamped into road metal. This in turn has deep
wheel ruts worn into it. The level and composition is similar to that found over the
stele shrine to the south, also datableto the Roman period.
CHARLES K. WILLIAMS,

II
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the two types were used together. The tile debris was not dumped nor was it fill brought by carts or
shoveled into the area. The tiles were found lying flat on the ground, broken but in large segments. If
more of this trench were cleared, there is the distinct possibility that most of the fragments recovered
could be made up into complete tiles.
28Broneer,CorinthI, iv, p. 88.
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a. Building IV with cellar partiallyrefilled,below west end of SouthStoa,from east
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b. ServiceareaXXI beddingfor lower floorabovedestructiondebris,from north
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Area
south of South Stoa shops XXXI-XXXIII. from west
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a. Trenchimmediatelywest of SouthStoa: coverslabs of drainand uprightstone of late
Hellenisticwall, from southwest
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a. SouthStoa, east face of orthostate5 with cuttingfor steps of stairway,from east
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wall and fallen tiles in trenchwest of South Stoa,from west

